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Abstract. The efficiency of computing resources utilization by user applica-

tions can be analyzed in various ways. The JobDigest approach based on system 

monitoring was developed in Moscow State University and is currently used in 

everyday practice of the largest Russian supercomputing center of Moscow 

State University. The approach features application behavior analysis for every 

job run on HPC system providing: the set of dynamic application characteristics 

- time series of values representing utilization of CPU, memory, network, stor-

age, etc. with diagrams and heat maps; the integral characteristics representing 

average utilization rates; job tagging and categorization with means of inform-

ing system administrators and managers on suspicious or abnormal applica-

tions. The paper describes the approach principles and workflow, it also demon-

strates JobDigest use cases and positioning of the proposed techniques in the set 

of tools and methods that are used in the MSU HPC Center to ensure its 24/7 

efficient and productive functioning. 

Keywords: HPC · Supercomputing · Efficient Computing · Resource Utiliza-

tion · Job Dynamics · Application Efficiency · Parallel Programming. 

1 Introduction 

The JobDigest
1
 approach follows monitoring of HPC application performance 

principles – one of the possible ways of resource utilization efficiency analysis for 

both applications and supercomputers. Studying of the resource utilization type and 

rate, determining bottlenecks in programs, hardware and/or their interplay are the 

typical usage scenarios for such methods. The characteristics of the HPC system 

components state serve the basis for these approaches. For example, various CPU 

load types, incoming and outgoing network traffic on the node, number of floating 

                                                           
1  The JobDigest® is a registered trademark in Russian Federation. The application for an 

invention of the JobDigest approach was filed. 
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point or integer operations, accelerator usage, memory-related operations like number 

of load and store operations, misses in the cache memory of different levels and so on, 

input/output activity, and many other characteristics.  

Most of available monitoring systems do not process the data at computing nodes 

to reduce the impact on job execution [1-7]. At the same time there are uprising moni-

toring systems that reasonably distribute the processing of data and secure low influ-

ence on job execution [8, 9].  The key advantage of monitoring-based approaches is 

general independence on the code, absence of necessity to make any changes to the 

program source code or binary that is being analyzed. This allows reducing the influ-

ence on program execution and at the same time expanding the range of jobs that can 

be analyzed. 

Different approaches to job performance monitoring are known [10-17]. In this pa-

per the details of the JobDigest approach to supercomputer job analysis based on sys-

tem monitoring data is described. According to the approach principles, the special 

report that gives all-round view over the job behavior built of diverse dynamic and 

integral characteristics is generated for every job, even if it has not successfully fin-

ished. 

2 Approach Principles 

The JobDigest report represents the detailed information of job behavior starting 

from basic job information to the precise info on computing, storage and network 

resource utilization. 

 

 
Fig. 1. General proposed workflow based on system monitoring data analysis. 
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The key feature of the proposed approach is the possibility of job behavior analysis 

for any and every run with no code preparations by the user [18, 19]. 

The JobDigest is built on the basis of system monitoring data and job details from 

the resource manager [20]. As soon as the job is assigned to the set of nodes, it be-

comes possible to bind the system monitoring data collected from the corresponding 

nodes to form the profile of application execution (Figure 1). 

It is supposed that only one job at a time is allocated to the node. If a node can be 

assigned to several jobs, such a situation can also be handled to some extent but only 

if process to core pinning is enabled. 

3 The JobDigest Report 

The report consists of several blocks that focus on various scopes of analysis. Al-

together the blocks shape all-round basis for application behavior study (Figure 2).  

A. General job information. The table includes the general information on job 

and its node allocation from the resource manager: job ID, user account, run com-

mand , working directory, output file, partition, time limit, submit/start/end  

timestamps, status, duration, number of allocated cores and nodes, core hours, list of 

allocated nodes. 

B. Dynamical job characteristics. Dynamic characteristics represent the rate of 

corresponding resource utilization during the program execution. Originally the data 

granularity can be rather high, up to 10 Hz, but for the most jobs it is not necessary to 

have such detailed information, keeping in mind large volumes of data to be stored in 

this case. For the most cases, granularity reduced to 5 minutes is enough to allow 

having clear overall view of the application behavior. The DiMMon monitoring sys-

tem will allow dynamical reconfiguration of the granularity for selected jobs, parti-

tions, and so on.  

Every dynamic characteristic is represented by five values for every time interval: 

min, max, min_avg, max_avg, avg. With present settings node_min, node_max and 

node_avg sensor values are aggregated for every 5 minute time interval from each 

node. Based on these three values, min(node_min), max(node_max) и 

avg(node_min), avg(node_max), avg(node_avg) are calculated across all job nodes 

leading to five values mentioned earlier. 

The available set of dynamic characteristics can vary depending on analysis pur-

poses and system settings. There are over 20 different characteristics available for 

«Lomonosov» and «Lomonosov-2» systems at present: CPU user load, load average, 

free memory, L1 cache misses, L2 cache misses, last level cache misses, MPI IB re-

ceive data, MPI IB send data, MPI IB receive packets, MPI IB send packets, FS IB 

receive data, FS IB send data, FS IB receive packets, FS IB send packets, instructions 

retired, memory load, memory store, CPU nice load, CPU system load, CPU idle, 

CPU IO wait load, CPU IRQ load, CPU soft IRQ load, etc. 

There are three ways of studying dynamic characteristics supported by JobDigest 

at present: diagrams, CSV tables for using with external analysis and visualization 
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tools, and heat maps. Heat maps are 2D charts. Horizontal axis corresponds to time, 

and vertical axis corresponds to used nodes. The dot color represents dynamic charac-

teristic value from minimum (red color) to maximum (green color) among all the 

values during the job execution. An example of such heat map is shown in Figure 8. 

 

Fig. 2. JobDigest report blocks: A – general job information, B – dynamic job characteristics,  

C – integral job characteristics, D – tags and job categories. 
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C. Integral job characteristics. The integral job characteristics represent average 

resource utilization and are built on the base of dynamic job characteristics. Every 

integral characteristic is provided as a set of minimum, average, and maximum levels 

during the whole job run. Every of these three values can be highlighted according to 

preset and calculated thresholds. 

 In the same block there are also given some other characteristics built as deriva-

tives of averages. For example, the following average characteristics can be useful 

and are available in the report: IB receive packet size for FS, IB receive packet size 

for MPI, IB send packet size for FS, IB send packet size for MPI, and some memory-

related characteristics like level 1 to level 3 cache miss ratio and memory load plus 

memory store to level 1 cache miss ratio. 

D. Job categories and tags. Based on calculated integral characteristics and gen-

eral job information every job is tagged after it is finished. The tags help to divide 

jobs into categories, helping to find specific jobs later by category or categories inter-

section. The tags mark the scale of the job, partition, duration, resource utilization 

specifics, etc. 

The examples of the report and its blocks are provided in the “Evaluation and Use 

Cases” section of the paper.   

4 Complementarity with Other HPC Tools 

JobDigest interaction with other components of the toolkit mentioned in Figure 1 

and Figure 3 is widely used every day in the MSU HPC Center [21]. All these com-

ponents have been developed in the Research Computing Center of Moscow State 

University. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Main MSU toolkit components for HPC centers. 
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DiMMon. This monitoring system is a promising scalable reconfigurable data col-

lector with elements of on-the-fly analysis. In comparison to other monitoring sys-

tems, it allows performing much of data processing before saving source data to the 

database. For example, it allows creating JobDigest reports and calculating averages 

for the running jobs. 

OctoScreen. Administrators and system managers can proceed to the more de-

tailed job JobDigest reports from specifically generated job lists provided by 

OctoScreen. Such lists can be formed by various criteria, for example, by job owner, 

responsible organization for the research project that the jobs belong to, geographical 

criteria, research areas and so on [22]. 

OctoStat. Provided by Octostat analysis of daily statistics on queue structure and 

top resource consuming projects, users and accounts can be successfully amplified 

having the possibility to look at the details of any job owned by a specific account, 

user or research project. This is especially valuable for suspicious jobs that are found 

according to extremely low activity or suspicious node allocation. 

OctoTron. The resilience system logs all problems with storage, network, compute 

nodes and the interfaces [23]. If something goes wrong, it is possible to track the jobs 

that could have been harmed by the issues with the known node set in the specified 

time period and create the list of potentially affected job runs. One can see more de-

tails to find out if there was really something wrong with the job proceeding to the 

JobDigest reports of any of these jobs. 

OctoShell. If the HPC system is not a dedicated one and there is a number of users 

and research projects that should not be allowed to see the working results and activi-

ty details of each other, it is essential to have a special system that would serve as a 

single entry point for all or, at least, most of services. The OctoShell system is used in 

the MSU HPC Center for such purposes [24, 25]. All the information on job runs is 

provided to users through this system according to user access permissions and set-

tings in the account area on the website [26]. 

As shown above, JobDigest is highly integrated in the HPC center administration 

and management workflow as a valuable analytical part of the used toolkit. 

5 Implementation Details 

The workflow of the current version of JobDigest is presented on Figure 4. The 

numbers in circles present the sequence of stages. 

1. System monitoring data from agents of monitoring system on the nodes of HPC 

system is sent to the aggregation service. 

2. The aggregation service filters data and reduces granularity. Data is further saved 

into the database. It is not pinned to jobs yet. 

3. As soon as job starts, prolog script of resource manager informs server-side ap-

plication on the web server on job run. Server-side script writes the initial info in-

to the database. 
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4. When the job finishes, epilog script informs server-side application on the web 

server on job end. Server-side script updates the job record in the database and 

initiates job data processing in background mode: integral characteristics are be-

ing calculated and written into the database. Job tagging is performed afterwards 

based on integral characteristics and general job information, the tags assignment 

is written into the database. 

5. Special script gathers information on all run jobs and checks if all the jobs are 

represented in the database. This is done once per day to tackle possible problems 

with network during the job run and other issues that could have prevented the 

job info getting processed. 

6. External services and applications can access job information and monitoring 

data, as well as daily statistics data in JSON format via HTTP protocol using spe-

cial API. For example, regular users access the JobDigest reports and get job run 

statistics via OctoShell. 

7. Administrators can access job info and corresponding monitoring data, job lists, 

extended JobDigest reports, statistics and special visualization templates as 

HTML pages by HTTP with authorization. 

 

 
Fig. 4. JobDigest workflow stages. 

 

At present the following software components are used: 

 PostgreSQL, version 8.4.20; 

 Flask web server, version 0.11.1; 

 SLURM resource manager [27], «Lomonosov» HPC system – v.2.5.6, 

«Lomonosov – 2» system - v.15.0.8.1; 

 Modified ClustrXWatch agents are used now as the data source [28]; 

 Google Charts are used for diagrams in the JobDigest reports; 

 Highcharts are used for heat map generation. 
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The latest versions of the JobDigest components are available at GihHub [29]. As 

for now the custom installation is a bit tricky. As soon as the development of 

DiMMon monitoring system allows, the out-of-the-box package will be available. 

6 Evaluation and Use Cases  

The first approach evaluation was achieved as a result of MSU team efforts under 

the joint RU-EU HOPSA project [30]. 

The described approach is now widely used in the everyday practice of the Mos-

cow State University Supercomputer Center, the largest HPC collaborative facility in 

Russia having «Lomonosov» and «Lomonosov-2» systems with a total of over 

4 PFlops peak performance at present, over 500 collaborative research projects and 

thousands of scientists using the computing facility in 24/7 mode. This results in pro-

cessing of thousands of supercomputer jobs per day [31], and the special JobDigest 

report generation is provided for any and every of those. In this section we illustrate 

some examples of using JobDigest report and its data. 

6.1 Integral job characteristics 

Every JobDigest report contains a block with integral job characteristics that repre-

sent general resource utilization rate for the whole run. It is typically MIN, MAX and 

AVG values for every dynamic characteristic available, see the description in subsec-

tion C of section 3 of the paper. 

 

 
Fig. 5. JobDigest list with suspicious jobs. 

 

These integral characteristics are available not only from inside the report. Most of 

them are provided together with the job list according to access permissions of the 

user (own jobs for user, selected jobs for the experts, or all jobs for administrators). In 

many cases the general average resource utilization rate is already can be sufficient 

for preliminary analysis and/or job selection for detailed study. 

Figure 5 shows the example of such a table with integral characteristics that can 

help to find the hanged jobs among the currently run jobs according to extremely low 

CPU_user. 

The layout of such a job list can vary and can contain many integral characteristics 

at a time. 

One of the possible promising ways of using integral characteristics is application 

scalability analysis that can be performed analyzing changing integral job characteris-

tics of sequence of runs [32]. 
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6.2 Job categories and tags 

Integral characteristics values can serve as the basis for job categorization and tag-

ging according to belonging to the specific job group or type [33]. For example (Fig-

ure 6), if no GPU usage is observed in GPU partition job, one can suspect a cheating - 

the regular CPU job could have been intentionally put to GPU partition just because 

of the shorter queue, blocking GPU resources for GPU oriented jobs. 

Another promising way of job categorization and finding job anomalies bases on 

data mining principles and processing of historical dynamic job characteristics, the 

first results are described in [34]. 

 

 
Fig. 6. JobDigest list of “low_gpu_load” tagged categories. 

 

As shown above, the job lists can be equipped with basic filtration tools by time, 

account name, categories (tags), and can contain adjustable number of general and 

integral job characteristics. In JobDigest, the job categories and tags are shown as 

described in subsection D of section 3. 

6.3 Dynamic job characteristics 

The dynamics of execution and behavior of any job can be best observed by ana-

lyzing the behavior of dynamic characteristics and their interplay. There are three 

general modes of analysis available: CSV export for external tools, diagrams, and 

heat maps.  
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Figure 7 illustrates changing of dynamic job characteristics during the job execu-

tion with over 200 processes used. The blue color lines (upper) correspond to maxi-

mum values of all the processes, green lines correspond to averages. In the second 

part of job execution it can be seen that the average values of all characteristics be-

come very low - almost drop to zero level. At the same time the maximum value still 

represents normal activity. Knowing that the number of processes of the job was 

about several hundred, such a behavior can be possibly explained by the activity of 

just a few processes while the rest hundreds of processes are in a wait state. In any 

case, such a behavior found using the JobDigest report is suspicious.  

 

 
Fig. 7. JobDigest dynamic characteristic diagrams example. 

 

The main goal of the JobDigest report is to detect bottlenecks and application per-

formance degradation for any job in whole job flow, and special tools are required for 

further deep analysis to locate exact reasons in the program. 

These diagrams are available in JobDigests as described in subsection B of section 

3 of the paper. 

Heat maps. Another useful way of analyzing dynamic characteristics in the 

JobDigest report is studying heat maps. Figure 8 represents the heat map for 
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CPU_user of the previous example. Only one node activity is clearly seen on the se-

cond stage of program run by the max values heat map, and looking at average values 

heat map it can be supposed that there was just one core used on that single node. 

 

 
Fig. 8. JobDigest heat map for CPU_user dynamic characteristic. 

 

Interesting examples of JobDigest usage are found everyday by support team of 

MSU supercomputer center. Some of those have been described in publications as a 

result of performed research on the reasons of performance degradation and specifics 

of resource utilization by various program types and program models [35]. 

7 Conclusions 

The practiced approach based on system monitoring data analysis features possibil-

ity to have an in-depth view into every job launch without any changes to the program 

source codes or binaries to detect application performance issues. 
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The developed JobDigest reports provide valuable all-round view over the applica-

tion execution behavior and resource utilization profile and rate. 

All the described tools are developed in Moscow State University and are currently 

being used in the MSU HPC Center in 24/7 mode. The proposed system monitoring-

based approach has been also evaluated in Uppsala University (Sweden) and showed 

promising results, Uppsala University team and SNIC support are hereby highly 

acknowledged. 

The developed tools are available as an open source software, contributions are 

welcome. 
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